
Nationwide by arrangement, last minute guest

Contact: Pamala Oslie or Rod Lathim
Pam@auracolors.com; Rodlathim@gmail.com
(805) 569-1064,  24/7 availability

For more info and to see Pam on National TV go to: 
www.AuraColors.com/media.html 

 Media Testimonials 
Pamala Oslie

Availability

“Pam is an amazing guest who made our phones ring non-stop (even after she was long gone). I was blown away 
on how many men wanted to talk to her. She stopped every caller in their tracks with her dead-on readings.”

Terry Jaymes, Lex and Terry Radio Network

“Pamala Oslie is at the forefront of  a valuable and innovative approach to understanding people and their different 
personality types. Her unique information is incredibly insightful and accurate. She was rated one of  the top speak-
ers at the International Forum on New Science.”

Robert L. Siblerud, Executive Vice President, International Association for New Science

IANS International
Association
for New Science

“This was the best response I have seen generated in my years of  promoting in this area. Pam’s appearance 
on A.M. Northwest (TV) was unprecedented. Following the broadcast, she was surrounded by the audience for 
another hour before being able to leave the station.” 

Susan D. Buckley, President, The Voice of Enthusiasm, Inc. Portland, OR

“My first encounter with Pam Oslie was several years ago when she came in to the Lifetime Networks NYC office 
for a meeting. The room was filled with staff  members eager to meet her and learn more about Aura Colors. She 
completely blew us away! We were all astounded at the accuracy of  her insightful readings of  each of  us. And now, 
over four years later, we still talk about that day. We were delighted to feature Pam as one of  our experts in our 
2011 Year of  You campaign on the Lifetime TV website, myLifetime.com. Her dynamic personality and compelling 
abilities thoroughly impressed our audience and helped make the initiative a success.”

Eve Lavendier, Producer, Digital Media, Lifetime Networks

“Pamala Oslie was amazing! Teena and I both thought she was entertaining, informative and invigorating. I KNOW 
our listeners were inspired. AmberAllen Publishing has a diamond author - Ms. Pamala Oslie.”

Teisha-Vonique Hood, Producer, The Teena Jones Show, KFCD 990 AM Texas Talk Radio

“We’ve had Pam in as a regular guest on the Morning Show for years, and we’re always amazed at the response! 
The phone lines literally ring off  the hook from the time she steps into the studio! Pam is one our very favorite, 
dynamic, insightful entertaining guests…a gem!

Catherine Remak, Gary and Catherine in the Morning, KLITE 101.7, Santa Barbara   

Pamala Oslie’s
Life Colors Book

LoveCoLors
A NEW WAY TO DISCOVER LOVE

Love Colors Dating Site

Pamala Oslie


